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Motivation

➢ Despite the advantage in protecting the deep neural network (DNN),

the DNN watermarking works only after the behavior of

unauthorized usage or re-distribution occurs and the DNN is

exposed to the public.

➢ To protect DNN models against unauthorized usages, it is necessary

to encrypt them by using DNN encryption algorithm.

➢ Previous DNN watermarking algorithms are fragile to the DNN

encryption process. Once the watermarked models are encrypted,

the watermarks are destroyed and not extractable.

Conclusion
➢ Propose a white-box watermarking scheme which embed watermark into

fused kernels to resist the kernel-wise parameter shuffling based DNN

encryption.

➢ MappingNet : map the fused kernels into a higher dimension to host

more watermark.

➢ Watermark Loss: train the MappingNet and the DNN jointly to achieve

low Accuracy reduction and high robustness.

Denote the selected layer for embedding watermark as .

⚫ d is the number of filters.

⚫ c is the number of kernels in each filters.

⚫ s is the size of kernel.

Kernel Fusion

⚫ is the 𝑖-th kernel located in the 𝑗-th filter.

MappingNet

⚫ 𝑓𝑀(∙) presents the MappingNet which is essentially a Multilayer

perceptron with low dimensional 𝜃𝑓as input and high dimensional 𝜃ℎ as

output.

Loss Function

⚫ is the Original loss.

⚫ are Watermark losses.

⚫ is a 𝐿1 regularization loss.

Watermark losses

⚫ are cross entropy cost function and the sigmoid function.

⚫ A is embedding matrix.

⚫ W is watermark.

Our proposal

➢ A new white-box watermarking scheme which is able to resist the

parameter shuffling based DNN encryption.

➢ Embed the watermark into the fused kernels to resist the kernel-wise

parameter shuffling.

➢ A capacity expansion mechanism by incorporating a MappingNet to

map the fused kernels into a higher dimension to host the watermark.

➢ A new loss to train the MappingNet and the DNN jointly to achieve

low watermark extraction error rate and high robustness.

⚫ is the fused kernel obtained from original DNNs at the same layer.

⚫ is a string with half of bits different form 𝑊.

Watermark Extraction

⚫ is the watermark extracted from watermarked model.

⚫ is the fused kernel from the watermarked model.

⚫ is a function which binarizes the vector x by
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